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Abstract— A new method for detecting shot boundaries in
video sequences by fusing features obtained by singular value
decomposition (SVD) and mutual information (MI) is proposed.
The first method relies on performing singular value decompo-
sition on a matrix created from 3D color histograms of single
frames. The method can detect cuts and gradual transitions,
such as dissolves, fades and wipes. The second method relies on
evaluating mutual information between two consecutive frames.
It can detect abrupt cuts, fade-ins and fade-outs with very high
accuracy. Combination of features derived from these methods
and subsequent processing through a clustering procedure results
in very efficient detection of abrupt cuts and gradual transitions,
as demonstrated by experiments on TRECVID2004 video test
set containing different types of shots with significant object and
camera motion inside the shots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Indexing and retrieval of digital video is a very active
research area. Shot boundary detection is the first step towards
further analysis of the video content for indexing, shot classi-
fication, browsing, searching and summarization [1].

Early work on shot detection mainly focused on abrupt cuts.
A comparison of existing methods is presented in [2], [3]. In
some early approaches a cut is detected when a certain differ-
ence measure between consecutive frames exceeds a threshold.
The difference measure is computed either at a pixel level or
at a block level. Noticing the weakness (hight sensitivity to
the object and camera motions) of pixel differencing methods,
many researchers suggested the use of different measures
based on global information such as intensity histograms or
color histograms [3], [4], [5]. The use of more complex
features, such as image edges or motion vectors [6], improves
the situation, but does not solve the problem completely [7].

Detection of gradual transitions, such as dissolves, fade-
ins, fade-outs, and wipes is examined in [8], [9], [10]. A
fade is a transition involving gradual diminishing (fade-out) or
increasing (fade-in) visual intensity. A dissolve can be viewed
as a fade-out and fade-in with some temporal overlap. Gradual
transitions are generally more difficult to be detected than
abrupt cuts. Existing techniques for detecting transitions rely
on twin thresholding [1] or gray level statistics [2] and have a
relatively high false detection rate. Transitions between shots
are widely used in TV.

In this paper, we develop a method for automated shot
boundary detection using fusion of singular value decom-

position and mutual information features. The first method
relies on performing singular value decomposition on a matrix
created by the 3D color histograms of single frames [11]. The
second method relies on the mutual information between two
consecutive frames [12]. Fused (concatenated) features from
these two methods are next processed by a clustering method
in order to detect the shot boundaries.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, a description of the features as well as their fusion
are presented. The description of the shot detection method is
addressed in Section 3. Experimental results are presented and
commented in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section
5.

II. FEATURE LEVEL FUSION

The developed method is based on feature level fusion. Fea-
tures are obtained from two shot boundary detection methods.
The first method is based on singular value decomposition and
can detect abrupt cuts and all types of gradual transitions. We
have used SVD for its capabilities to derive a low dimensional
refined feature space from a high dimensional raw feature
space, where pattern similarity can be easily detected.

The SVD of an � � � matrix � is any factorization of
the form � � ���

� , where � is an � � � column-
orthogonal matrix, � is an � �� column orthogonal matrix,
and � � �������� 			� ��� is a diagonal matrix with non-
negative elements, �� � 			 � �� � � for � � ��������.

In our case the column �� of the matrix � corresponds
to the three-dimensional normalized histogram in the RGB
color space of frame 
�. We have selected �� bins, for each of
the ����� color components. Thus, each frame is described
by a column vector of � having dimensions � � �, where
� � ��� � 	�
�. This is the raw feature vector corresponding
to this frame. More details can be found in [11].

After performing SVD we preserved only the �� largest
singular values of �. Let us denote the resulting matrix ���.
Then, we calculated for every frame a ��-dimensional feature
vector as follows

���� � �
�
� ���� � � �� �� 	 	 	 � � (1)

where ��� is the �-th row vector of �. Therefore, each column
vector �� in � is mapped to a row vector ���� .



The truncated feature space removes noise and trivial
variations in the video sequence. Frames with similar color
distribution patterns will be mapped close to each other. Thus,
clustering of visually similar frames in the refined feature
space will yield better results than in the raw feature space.

The second method uses the mutual information measure.
Mutual information is a measure of information transported
from one frame to another. It has been shown to provide very
good results, because it exploits the inter-frame information
flow in a more compact way than frame subtraction. It can
be used for detecting abrupt cuts, where the image intensity
or color changes abruptly. The mutual information value �
for each two consecutive frames was calculated (as presented
in [12]) separately for �, � and � color components. For
example, �� for the � component is expressed by:
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The element ��
� ��� ��, corresponds to the probability that

a pixel with gray level � in frame 
� has gray level � in
frame 
���. The total mutual information has been defined as
� � �� � �� � �� .

For every frame 
�, a normalized ��-dimensional feature
vector�� was created, by adding to the ��-dimensional feature
vector ���� obtained by applying SVD on frame 
� one addi-
tional dimension that corresponds to the mutual information
value � between consecutive frames 
� and 
���:

�� � ������� � � �� �� 	 	 	 � � � � (3)

III. SHOT DETECTION

In order to detect the video shots, the feature vectors are
processed using a dynamic clustering method. The frames are
grouped into clusters. Then, consecutive clusters are tested for
a possible merging.

At fist, frames are clustered into � clusters, ��������, by
comparing the following cosine similarity measure between
consecutive frames to a threshold Æ as is described in [11].

������	� � ��������	� �
���

� ��	�

������	�
(4)

Shot detection using clustering on the feature space is justified
by the fact that static shots with small camera and object
movements are projected to clusters with small dispersion,
while shots with some action inside the shot are projected
to clusters with a large dispersion. Frames corresponding to
transitions between two shots form paths between two dense
clusters of points in the feature space. Therefore, we can easily
distinguish between transitions and shots with high camera and
object movements inside them. Accordingly, from the obtained
clusters, the dense ones are identified and associated to shots.
An example of a dissolve pattern in the feature space is shown
in Figure 1.

Due to the fixed threshold used for clustering, it happens
that several shots are split into different clusters. False de-
tections occur for shots with significant motion, because the
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Fig. 1. Plot of the first and second dimension of the feature vector depicting
the dissolve pattern between two shots (the dense clusters) in a video sequence.

corresponding clusters are more spread and a fixed threshold
cannot preserve all frames in the same cluster. To avoid false
detections, the clusters obtained by the above procedure are
tested for a possible merger. Merging is performed in two
steps.

A. Heuristic cluster merging

The first cluster merging step is based on the fact that if a
cluster was erroneously split in two (�
 and �
��), the cosine
measure between the last frame in cluster �
 and the first
frame in cluster �
�� is comparable to the cosine measures
within the clusters.

Let us denote by 
 �	 the �-th frame of the �-th cluster and
by ��

	 the corresponding feature vector. For each cluster �
,
we calculate the mean cosine measure �
 as follows
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where �
 is number of frames assigned to the cluster �
.
Then we evaluate the validity of the following condition that
involves the mean cosine measures �
 and �
�� of two
consecutive clusters �
 and �
�� and the cosine measure
between the last frame 

�� in cluster �
 and the first frame


��
� in cluster �
��:
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where � is a constant.
If (6) is fulfilled the clusters �
 and �
�� are merged

together. Otherwise, the cluster �
�� is tested for a possible
merging with �
�� and so on.

B. Cluster merging based on statistical hypothesis testing

Let us consider a random sample ��� ��� 	 	 	 � �� that is com-
posed of normalized ��-dimensional feature vectors. These
normalized vectors can be considered as random directions in
� dimensions and can be viewed as a points on the surface of



a �-dimensional sphere �� of unit radius around the origin.
The sample mean vector is defined by [13], [14]
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and its direction is given by
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(8)

where
�� �

�
��
���	 (9)

��� can be regarded as the mean direction of the sample. The
parameter �� is closely related to the notion of the spherical
variance. A value of �� close to 0 implies that the points
��� ��� 	 	 	 � �� are uniformly distributed, whereas a value of ��
close to 1 implies that the points are heavily concentrated near
���.

Two other terms of interest in our analysis are, the quantity
� � � �� called the resultant length and the vector � � ���

known as the resultant vector.
We assume that the sample consisting of feature vectors

assigned to a cluster �
 is a random sample from a �-variate
von Mises-Fischer distribution with mean direction � and con-
centration parameter �. The von Mises-Fisher distribution can
be considered as the equivalent of the Gaussian distribution
for directional data.

Let �
 be the resultant vector for the feature vectors of the
�-th cluster and �
�� be the resultant vector for the feature
vectors of the (�+1)-th cluster. Let �� be the mean direction
after a possible merging of the two clusters

�� �
���

����� ����
��
� where ��� �
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We propose the following cluster merging approach: we com-
pare the sample mean direction ���
 and ���
�� of two consecutive
shot clusters �
, �
�� with the mean direction �� of the
cluster after merging and we decide to merge them if neither
of ���
, ���
�� is significantly different from ��. Comparison is
formulated as a hypothesis testing problem. More specifically
we consider the following hypothesis test for each of the
clusters �
, �
��.

�� � � � ��

�� � � �� ��	 (11)

Let Æ be the angle between 	
 and ��, then

��
 �� � �
 ��� �� (12)

where �
 is the resultant length of the resultant vector 	
 that
corresponds to the �-th cluster. The null hypothesis is accepted
if [13], [14]

��� Æ � ��
��
 ��
�������������������

��
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where ������������������ is the upper � percentage point of
the F-distribution with degrees of freedom � � � and ��
 �

���� � ��. Merging is performed only if the null hypothesis
is accepted for both �
 and �
��.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method was tested on newscasts from the
reference video test set TRECVID 2004 [15] having many
commercials in-between. Both news and commercials are
characterized by significant camera effects like zoom-ins/outs
and pans, abrupt camera movement and significant object
and camera motion inside single shots. Video sequences of
more than 3 hours duration have been digitized with a frame
rate of 29.97fps at a resolution of ���� �	�. Downsampled
videos with resolution ������� were used in our experiments
to speed up the calculations. The ground truth provided by
TRECVID was used for evaluating the results. The corre-
sponding data are depicted in Table I.

TABLE I

THE VIDEO TEST SET.

video CNN & ABC news

frames 307204

cuts 1378

fades 117

dissolves 758

others 126

Let �� denote the ground truth, ��� be the segmented
(correct and erroneusly) shots using our method and 	 	 be
the number of elements of a set  . In order to evaluate the
performance of the segmentation method presented in Sec-
tion III, the following measures, inspired by receiver operating
characteristics in statistical detection theory [2], [16] were
used:

� The recall measure, also known as the true positive
function or sensitivity, corresponds to the ratio of cor-
rect experimental detections over the number of all true
detections:
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� The precision measure corresponds to the accuracy of the
method considering false detections and it is defined as
the number of correct experimental detections over the
number of all experimental detections:

#��!�$�%� �
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At first, we applied the SVD and MI methods separately on
the video test set and we performed result-level fusion of the
results. An &� operation was used to fuse the results. Results
were superior than those obtained when using each method
separately. The recall-precision curve is shown on Figure 2.

The second set of experiments involved the feature-level
fusion method described in Sections II and III. By adding the
mutual information and increasing the dimension of the feature



vector the clusters became better separable. Results verify that
the proposed feature-level fusion method outperforms both
the decision level fusion and the SVD method whose recall-
precision curve is also depicted in the same figure (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Recall-precision curves for the three methods tested in the experi-
ments.

Table II summarizes the recall and precision rates obtained
by the proposed method for cuts, gradual transitions, as well
as for both of them using a threshold Æ � �	
�.

TABLE II

SHOT DETECTION RESULTS.

CNN & ABC news Recall Precision

cuts 0.95 0.93

gradual transitions 0.86 0.85

overall 0.91 0.89

A final set of experiments demonstrates the improvements
obtained by applying the statistical hypothesis testing cluster
merging approach presented in Section III-B. Results are
presented in Figure 3.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

A new technique for automated shot boundary detection
using fusion of singular value decomposition and mutual in-
formation features was presented. The method is able to detect
efficiently abrupt cuts and all types of gradual transitions.
Performance improvements have been achieved by introducing
criteria for the statistical merging of clusters. The reported
results are very promising.
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Fig. 3. Recall-precision curves obtained with and without using the statistical
hypothesis testing cluster merging step.
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